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Models of mixtures of peripherally charged dendrimers with oppositely charged linear polyelec-
trolytes in the presence of explicit solvent are studied by means of molecular dynamics simulations.
Under the influence of varying strength of electrostatic interactions, these systems appear to form
dynamically arrested film-like interconnected structures in the polymer-rich phase. Acting like a
pseudo-thermodynamic inverse temperature, the increase of the strength of the Coulombic interac-
tions drive the polymeric constituents of the mixture to a gradual dynamic freezing-in. The timescale
of the average density fluctuations of the formed complexes initially increases in the weak electro-
static regime reaching a finite limit as the strength of electrostatic interactions grow. Although the
models are overall electrically neutral, during this process the dendrimer/linear complexes develop a
polar character with an excess charge mainly close to the periphery of the dendrimers. The morpho-
logical characteristics of the resulted pattern are found to depend on the size of the polymer chains
on account of the distinct conformational features assumed by the complexed linear polyelectrolytes
of different length. In addition, the length of the polymer chain appears to affect the dynamics of
the counterions, thus affecting the ionic transport properties of the system. It appears, therefore,
that the strength of electrostatic interactions together with the length of the linear polyelectrolytes
are parameters to which these systems are particularly responsive, offering thus the possibility for
a better control of the resulted structure and the electric properties of these soft-colloidal systems.
© 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4757666]

I. INTRODUCTION

Mixtures of linear polymers and colloidal particles are
one of the most promising routes towards the formation of
composite materials in which advantageous features of both
components can be combined and exploited in technolog-
ically advanced applications.1–3 In neutral systems, chem-
istry and structural features like the size (or the size poly-
dispersity) of the colloidal particles,4 the molecular weight
and the flexibility of the linear polymer,5–7 and the poly-
mer/particle stoichiometry8, 9 are key parameters which de-
termine the morphology and the physical properties of the
mixture. In case that one or both of the components are elec-
trically charged, apart from the aforementioned factors, fine-
tuning of their physicochemical properties can be facilitated
by properly manipulating additional parameters which af-
fect the interplay between the electrostatic and the depletion
forces among the two components, such as the density and the
sign of the charge of each constituent and the ionic strength
of the dispersion.6, 10–12

The most interesting feature of such polymer/colloid
interpolyelectrolyte complexes (IPECs) is their ability to
respond to external stimuli such as pH, ionic strength, and ap-
plication of an external electric field.10, 12–16 The responsive-
ness of IPECs in controlled environmental changes is among

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
karatas@eng.auth.gr.

the most desired properties when it comes to their utilization
as “smart” materials in industrial applications such as in sen-
sors, in coatings, in molecular-separation technologies, in gel
electrophoresis, and in biomedicine.1, 17, 18 The ability of these
systems to alter their properties upon modification of the mi-
croenvironmental conditions is significantly enhanced when
the colloidal component behaves as a soft rather than as a hard
particulate.16, 19, 20 In this case, the propensity of the soft par-
ticle to swell/collapse upon a creation of an osmotic gradient
between its interior and the exterior environment, may result
in a prominent change of its dimensions and thus in the struc-
tural characteristics of the IPEC it participates in. This utility
of colloidal dispersions based on soft particles, has triggered
an increasing scientific interest on such systems particularly
in the last decade.9, 21, 22

Among the categories of soft particles utilized for the
formation of polymer/colloidal mixtures, star molecules,9, 23

branched24, 25 and hyperbranched polymers,10, 26–28 were re-
cently placed under the focus of the scientific community.
Such systems were found to be of particular significance not
only due to their enhanced responsiveness, but also because of
their nanosized dimensions (i.e., from 100 nm down to 1 nm),
which opened new perspectives for a wide range of novel ap-
plications, including targeted drug delivery and gene-based
therapy.29, 30 Attributes like the large surface to volume ratio,
the multifunctionality and the distinct features of their inter-
nal structure, rendered nanogels based on these soft polymeric
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particles particularly effective for nanomedical uses.31–34 One
category of polymers which are considered among the most
promising candidates as the soft-colloidal component for the
formation of IPECs (and thus for the fabrication of responsive
nanogels) with molecules of biological interest, are the hy-
perbranched polymers characterized by a regularly branched
pattern known as dendrimers.32, 35, 36 Several families of these
molecules have been found appropriate for biomedical appli-
cations since they combine all the aforementioned desirable
characteristics (nanosized dimensions, high responsiveness
due to their ionizable groups, multivalency which enhances
bioconjugation leading to higher exchange rates) with favor-
able mechanical properties and low toxicity levels which pro-
motes bioavailability.37–39 Specifically, those with a cationic
surface have been successfully utilized in the development
of efficient non-viral binding agents and vectors for oligonu-
cleotide delivery.40–44

The aim of the present study is to explore generic effects
in the formation of nano-assemblies comprised by charged
dendrimer molecules and linear polyelectrolytes (LPE) of op-
posite charge, using as stimulus the variation of the strength
of electrostatic interactions. These mixtures can be con-
sidered as models for actual systems formed by surface-
ionizable cationic dendrimers and negatively charged linear
polyelectrolytes.16, 45–47 To check the effects of the length
of the linear component in the characteristics of the formed
IPECs and consequently of the entire system, we explored
two distinctly different sizes of the linear polyelectrolyte. In
all cases, the systems remain overall electrically neutral.

Apart from monitoring the structural changes in the com-
plexes induced by the variation in the electrostatic strength
and the length of the linear chain, we also explored certain
aspects of the dynamic response of the different constituents,
which provided a more concise picture on the role of the in-
dividual components to the observed behavior. Although for-
mation of IPECs between charged multibranched polymers
and linear polyelectrolytes has been previously explored by
means of computer simulation techniques,48–54 to our knowl-
edge this is the first simulation study which considers a mul-
tidendrimer/multichain system with the dendrimers and the
linear chains bearing all the common internal degrees of free-
dom (bond stretching, angle bending, and torsion rotation),
with explicit presence of counterions and solvent molecules
in which complexation and ordering within the formed com-
plexes can be examined in more detail.

II. SYSTEMS’ DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION
DETAILS

We have modeled two systems referred to as S1 and S2,
as described in Table I. For both the examined systems, the
concentration is kept well below the corresponding overlap
concentration of the polymeric components (see Figure S1 in
the supplementary material55 for a picture of the constructed
models), while the overall volume fraction (considering each
monomer, counterion and solvent bead as a sphere repre-
sented by its Van der Waals (VDW) radius) remains lower
than the random close packing limit.

TABLE I. Details on the composition of the simulated systems.

System code S1 S2
Number of dendrimer molecules 30 30
Dendrimer generation 3 3
Charge per dendrimer +24 +24
Number of linear chains 30 15
Monomers per linear chain 24 48
Charge per linear chain −24 −48
Number of positive counterions 720 720
Number of negative counterions 720 720
Number of solvent beads 1544 1544
Vol. fraction of dendrimers 0.07 0.07
Vol. fraction of linear chains 0.05 0.05
Total volume fraction 0.33 0.33

For the monomers of the polymeric species as well as
for the counterions and the solvent beads, we have adopted
a bead-spring representation (with flexible bonds), as in our
previous works.56–58 The dendrimer molecules were modeled
with a trifunctional core and a bifunctional branching pattern
(see Figure S2 in the supplementary material55), which was
grown up to the 3rd generation. According to this branching
pattern each dendrimer was comprised by 91 monomers, 24 of
which (those located at the outer generational shell) were as-
signed a charge of +1, while each monomer (of unit length) of
a linear chain was oppositely charged. A number of 720 posi-
tive and 720 negative monovalent counterions (represented as
spherical beads identical to the charged polymeric monomers)
were included as well, so that the systems remained electri-
cally neutral.

The set of parameters which described the different ener-
getic contributions was based on the DREIDING forcefield59

and included all the common internal degrees of freedom
(i.e., bond stretching, angle bending, and torsions) as well as
intra- and intermolecular non-bonded terms according to the
Lennard-Jones (for the uncharged beads) and to the Weeks-
Chandler-Anderson60 (for the charged beads) potentials. Pa-
rameterization of dendrimer systems with the aforementioned
set of parameters has been widely employed for the represen-
tation of united-atom models.61–63 Electrostatic interactions
were estimated using full Ewald summation to account for
the periodic boundary conditions. The simulations were per-
formed in the constant volume–constant temperature (NVT)
ensemble. The simulation protocol followed involved energy
minimization and MD cycles for equilibration of the struc-
tures prior to the production runs. The set of energetic param-
eters used and the steps of the simulation protocol followed,
are the same as those described in Ref. 56. All the lengths are
measured in units of the parameter σ of the non-bonded po-
tential between two charged beads, while time is expressed in
terms of the characteristic time of the model τ , which corre-
sponds to approximately 1.2 × 103 MD steps. After equilibra-
tion, trajectories of 6 × 103 τ were generated and snapshots
were saved with a frequency of 0.85 τ .

For comparison purposes to relevant results of previous
works where charged models of hyperbranched molecules
were studied,56, 64–66 the intensity of the electrostatic interac-
tions was modulated by means of varying the Bjerrum length
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(lB), which is related to the Debye screening length κ−1 by

κ−1 = 1√
4πlB

∑
i ciz

2
i

. (1)

In Eq. (1), ci and zi are the concentration and the va-
lence of ith species of ions in the solution, respectively. The
range of Bjerrum lengths explored in our study extended from
lB/σ = 1 to lB/σ = 10 which would translate to real units56, 66

of approximately 0.37 nm–3.7 nm (for comparison, the
Bjerrum length of water at ambient temperature is close to
0.7 nm which would correspond to lB/σ ∼= 2 in our model). In
experimental conditions, low electrostatic levels could be re-
alized in polar solvents and in conditions of highly screened
Coulombic interactions, while intermediate or strong elec-
trostatic levels (with Bjerrum lengths of the order of 10 nm
or larger) could be attained upon mixing low polarity or-
ganic solvents or in polar/non-polar co-solvent mixtures.67–69

In such cases, solubilisation of dendrimers could be accom-
plished by their appropriate functionalization.70, 71 An alter-
nate route for the modulation of the strength of electrostatic
interactions would be by changing temperature and/or the
level of electrostatic screening, e.g., by varying the ionic
strength of the solution.65, 72, 73

III. STRUCTURAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL
CHARACTERIZATION

Starting from the weak electrostatic regime and by in-
creasing the strength of electrostatic interactions, it is ex-
pected that the interplay between energetic and entropic fac-
tors may affect the phase behavior of the mixture74 while at
the same time leading to distinct morphological characteris-
tics of the formed complexes.10 Before examining the resulted
equilibrium morphologies assumed by the two systems, it is
informative to follow the structural response at the molecular
level.

In previous computational studies where the behavior of
charged dendrimers was studied under a varying strength of
electrostatic interactions,56, 65, 66, 75 a non-monotonous depen-
dence of their average size was noted when passing from the
weak to the strong electrostatic regime. A rather monotonous
dependence with a tendency towards lower values as lB was
increasing, was found for the average size of single non-
regularly branched polymers in 1:1 stoichiometric complexes
with a neutralizing LPE,64 with those closer to a dendrimer
topology exhibiting a weaker dependence. Figure 1 depicts
the average size of the dendritic and the linear components
as a function of the strength of the Coulombic interactions.
As can be readily inferred, the average size of the two com-
ponents remains practically unaffected by the changes in
Bjerrum length.

The size of the dendritic molecules does not exhibit the
non-monotonous dependence on lB quoted above for the sys-
tems comprised solely by dendrimers. The linear components
assume average sizes larger by about 20% and 80% in S1
and S2, respectively, compared to the dendrimer molecules,
while the relative difference in their dimensions cannot be ac-
counted for either by that expected for fully stretched chains

FIG. 1. Average radius of gyration of the dendritic and the linear components
of the mixture. The inset shows the radius of gyration of the dendrimers in a
more detailed scale.

or by that of Gaussian coils. Indeed, when examining the ra-
tio of the average squared end-to-end vector over the aver-
age squared radius of gyration 〈R2

ee〉/〈R2
g〉 for the linear chains

(see Figure S3 in the supplementary material55) it appears that
the half-length polyelectrolyte molecules assume on average
a more stretched shape compared to their double-length ana-
logues. Such differences can be rationalized by the competi-
tion mainly between the electrostatic forces and the cost in
bending energy,10 which may result in a plethora of distinctly
different conformations of the linear chain.51–53 Particularly
in our case where many dendrimers and LPEs are present, a
larger number of different configurations of the linear chains
can be realized. The type and the relative probability of ap-
pearance of the different conformations of the LPEs could
thus be affected by the strength of Coulombic interactions.

To obtain a more detailed account on the dependence of
the conformational characteristics of the LPEs on the inten-
sity of electrostatic interactions, we have monitored the dis-
tributions of the end-to-end vector of the chains as shown in
Figure 2. A visual inspection of the distributions shows that
for both systems the increase in the strength of electrostatic
interactions induces significant changes. In the stoichiometric
system (S1) and in the weak electrostatic regime (i.e., low lB
values), the distributions appear asymmetrical towards larger
distances (i.e., extended conformations). As the Coulombic
interactions grow stronger the distributions become broader
while short end-to-end distances also appear. The analogous
changes in the distributions of the non-stoichiometric system
(S2) are more drastic. Increase of the electrostatic strength
triggers the appearance of several peaks which grow in num-
ber as lB becomes higher. The peaks corresponding to the ex-
treme distances in both systems, are consistent with the ex-
istence of “U-shaped” conformations where the two ends of
the chain come to a close proximity and to extended con-
formations where the LPEs play the role of a “linker” be-
tween one or more of the dendrimers.51, 52 The intermediate
distances denote the presence of different combinations. An
impression of the realization of such conformations is shown
in Figure S4 in the supplementary material55 where a snap-
shot is depicted at lB/σ = 10 for the two systems. For the stoi-
chiometric system S1, “U”-shaped, “L”-shaped, and fully ex-
tended conformations are present. For the non-stoichiometric
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FIG. 2. Probability distributions of the end-to-end distance of the linear poly-
electrolytes in the system with short (S1, left) and long (S2, right) chains.

system (S2), “U”-shaped, “U-tail” as well as extended confor-
mations can be discerned. Apart from the “U”-shaped confor-
mations, those where the chains are fully or partly extended,
act as “binders” between neighboring dendrimers stabilizing
the structure.

The distinct conformations realized by the LPEs in the
two systems affect their relative packing in the solution
as shown in Figure 3, where the intermolecular monomer-
monomer radial distribution functions for the linear chains are
plotted. At low lB values the pair correlation functions show a
distinct maximum corresponding to a separation very close to

twice the radius of gyration of the dendrimer molecule, imply-
ing that the different linear chains remain relatively far apart,
separated by the dendrimer molecules.

As the strength of electrostatic interactions grows, the
main peak shifts to lower separations, while at higher values
of Bjerrum length additional “shoulders” or even well defined
maxima appear, both at lower and at higher separations. The
lower separation peak close to a distance of 2σ , would be con-
sistent with the intervention either of solvent beads or coun-
terions between neighboring chains, but its appearance only
at the higher lB values indicates that the counterion interven-
tion is the more probable reason. The appearance of the peaks
at larger separations could be attributed to similar reasons, if
we envisage the intervention of counterion layers (i.e., con-
densed counterions) between the dendritic molecules and the
linear polyelectrolytes.

To check this argument we have examined the profiles of
interpenetration between the dendrimer molecules and the rest
of the components as well as the pair correlation functions be-
tween charged monomers and counterions (see Figures S5 and
S6 in the supplementary material55). Our findings show that
for both systems increase of the level of the Coulombic in-
teractions incurs the localization of the LPE close to the den-
dritic periphery where the majority of the charged dendrimer
beads are located. In addition, a much more drastic enhance-
ment of the degree of ionic pairing between the monomers
of the linear chain and those of the dendrimer is observed,
as compared to that between the polymeric species and the
corresponding counterions. This behavior arises from the fact
that the entropic gain is higher when the counterions remain
less localized.28, 76, 77 The more effective physical adsorption
of the LPEs on the dendrimer surface and the rearrangement
of the counterions close to the dendrimer periphery upon in-
crease of the strength of Coulombic interactions, results in
the formation of a modulating charge profile across the den-
dritic structure as shown in Figure 4. The behavior of the
effective charge profiles in the two systems are qualitatively
very similar. The positive peaks close to the dendrimer’s ra-
dius of gyration arise mainly from the backfolding of the pos-
itively charged dendrimer monomers as can be inferred upon
inspecting the corresponding monomer profiles (see Figure S5
in the supplementary material55). The negatively signed min-
ima which deepen as Bjerrum length increases are a direct

FIG. 3. Monomer-monomer intermolecular pair correlation functions of the linear chains at different values of Bjerrum length for the stoichiometric (left) and
the non-stoichiometric (right) model.
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FIG. 4. Average effective charge profiles with respect to the center of mass of the dendrimer molecules for the examined systems. The solid arrow marks the
location of the dendrimer’s radius of gyration while the dotted arrow denotes the spatial extent of the dendrimer’s periphery. For the calculation of the profiles,
all charged monomers and counterions in the vicinity of each dendrimer have been taken into account.

effect of the LPEs physical binding, that is, their increasing
localization near the dendrimers’ surface as quoted above.

It is noteworthy that for both systems the location of the
negative minimum in the charge profiles appears rather in-
sensitive to Bjerrum length variations; it is shifted only by
approximately 5% closer a distance from the dendrimer’s cen-
ter of mass when passing from the weak to the stronger elec-
trostatic regime. Since the main contribution of the negative
charge to the effective profiles arises from that of the lin-
ear chains (see Figure S5 in the supplementary material55),
the aforementioned behavior can be ascribed to the action
of the close-range excluded volume interactions between the
LPEs’ and the dendrimers’ beads which allows only for a very
small additional approaching between the oppositely charged
monomers as lB increases.

The observed effective “charge reversal” of the com-
plexes close to the dendrimers’ periphery is a manifestation
of the so-called overcharging phenomenon which has been
predicted theoretically,78, 79 observed experimentally80, 81 and
seen in previous pertinent simulation studies.64, 82, 83 As in the
case of colloidal/linear polyelectrolyte systems, in mixtures
of charged dendrimers and oppositely charged linear poly-
electrolytes overcharging has been found to play a key role
in the ability of the formed complexes to self-organize in
supramolecular assemblies.13, 84, 85 Attributes like the effec-
tive surface charge density of the colloidal particles (here the
dendrimers), the molecular weight and the concentration of
the two components, may affect decisively the characteristics
of the resulted structures.10, 26, 84

In the case of the systems simulated in this work, self-
assembly of the complexes driven by changes in the strength
of electrostatic interactions is also observed. Figures 5 and
6 present the morphological changes of the examined sys-
tems upon increase of Bjerrum length. Already from low Bjer-
rum length values, significant composition heterogeneities are
formed, which, upon increasing the strength of electrostatic
interactions appear to be enhanced leading to polymer-rich
and solvent/counterion-rich regions. Evidently, in both sys-
tems formation of interconnected film-like structures takes
place within the polymer-rich phase.

The morphological characteristics of the resulted struc-
ture in the complexes differentiate between the stoichiometric
(S1) and the non-stoichiometric models (S2) as can be identi-

fied upon inspecting the snapshots and by examining the rel-
evant static structure factors (see Figure S8 in the supplemen-
tary material55). The differences in the structures assumed by
S1 and S2 become significant only at lengthscales comparable
to, or shorter than the size of a dendrimer. At longer distances
both systems exhibit a similar behavior characterized by the
first neighbor peak and a well-defined maximum at low-q
limit which signifies the existence of a stable supramolecu-
lar structure within the polymer-rich region.

Although in polyelectrolyte solutions the size of the lin-
ear chains and their stiffness (among other factors) are known
to play a significant role in self-organization phenomena,7, 86

it is not straightforward to predict the relative importance of
each energetic/entropic contribution to such a process, par-
ticularly when it comes to complex polymeric systems with
many degrees of freedom as those examined in this work. We
may however obtain a qualitative picture as to the main driv-
ing force responsible for the observed differences between
the examined systems, by calculating separately the differ-
ent contributions to the excess osmotic coefficient according
to Eq. (2)87

π

ρkBT
− 1 = πBond

ρkBT
+ πV DW

ρkBT
+ πElec

ρkBT
. (2)

In Eq. (2), π is the osmotic pressure, ρ is the solution
number density, while the rest of the terms correspond to con-
tributions arising from bonded, Van der Waals and electro-
static interactions that are present in each system.

Figure 7 shows the different contributions to the excess
osmotic pressure as a function of Bjerrum length. A cursory
glance at Figure 7 shows that the more significant contri-
butions to the excess osmotic coefficient originate from the
electrostatic and the VDW interactions. Interestingly though,
the main difference between the two systems arises from the
VDW contribution (note that the electrostatic contributions
are nearly identical for the two examined systems). Taking
into account the distinct conformational features of the LPE
components in the two systems (Figure 2) and the differences
noted in the relative spatial arrangement of their monomers
(Figure S5), both of which influence the short-range intra- and
intermolecular VDW interactions involving LPE monomers,
it can be concluded that the length of LPE chains plays a key
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FIG. 5. (Left side of the arrow) Snapshots of the system comprised by dendrimers and short LPEs (S1) at different Bjerrum lengths (solvent beads are omitted
for clarity). (Right side of the arrow) The simulation box at lB/σ = 10 together with periodic neighboring cells, in frontal (up) and side (below) view (counterions
and solvent beads are omitted for clarity).

role in the differences observed in the thermodynamics of the
two systems, and therefore in their final morphologies.

Apart from the aforementioned disparities though, be-
tween S1 and S2 models, an intriguing result is the formation
of a flattened structure in contrast to the three-dimensional
random close packing or qubic-lattice morphologies that have

been observed in charged dendrimer solutions56, 88 or charged
colloidal systems.67 Similar self-assembly of dendrimers in
film-like structures, however, have been observed experi-
mentally in the presence of substrates.14, 85, 89 More specifi-
cally, composites of cationic dendrimers with linear anionic
polymers were found to form well-defined two-dimensional

FIG. 6. The analogous of Figure 5, but for the system comprised by dendrimers and the longer LPEs (S2).
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FIG. 7. Contributions to the excess osmotic coefficient arising from bonded,
Van der Waals, and electrostatic interactions.

structures, the features of which (i.e., thickness, stability)
could be regulated by changing the overall charge (e.g., by
ionizing the peripheral only or both, the peripheral and the
internal ionizable groups) of the dendritic component.14, 84, 85

Under the examined conditions of dendrimer size and
charging pattern, our systems appear to form films of
thickness comparable to two dendrimer diameters (i.e., in
actual units of approximately 2 nm). This finding, com-
bined with those of previous studies10, 26, 58 implies that un-
der appropriate changes in factors such as the dendrimer
size, their charging density, and the length of the linear poly-
electrolytes, the characteristics of the resulted morphology
in the polymer-rich region might be controlled down to the
nanoscale.

IV. DYNAMIC RESPONSE

Previous studies in colloidal systems68, 90, 91 and in
dendrimer polyelectrolyte solutions58, 92 revealed that the
dynamic response of such systems to changes in ther-
modynamic parameters of their microenvironment, affect
decisively the characteristics of the final (equilibrium or non-
equilibrium) morphology. The degrees of freedom available
to the colloidal particles, the nature of the effective inter-
actions between them and the existence of spatial or ther-

FIG. 8. Overall dendrimer reorientational correlation functions for varying
strengths of electrostatic interactions. Thin lines correspond to the S1 and
thick lines to the S2 model.

modynamic constraints90, 91, 93 essentially dictate the dynamic
modes of the structural relaxation of the individual particu-
lates or of their self-assemblies,93–95 driving thus these sys-
tems to states such as glass transition, gelation or to other ar-
rested states.96–99

Systems comprised solely by dendritic components sim-
ilar to those of the present study were found to exhibit a
characteristic slow-down of their molecular-scale dynamics
upon increase of the strength of electrostatic interactions, re-
sembling that observed when approaching a colloidal glass
transition.58, 75 The gradual freezing-in of translational and ro-
tational degrees of freedom, however, was realized only at the
strong electrostatic regime, i.e., at lB/σ ≥ 10. To compare this
behavior to the analogous dynamic response of the dendritic
components of our systems at the molecular-level, we have
monitored the orientational relaxation function

Cr (t) = 〈ĝ(t)ĝ(0)〉, (3)

where ĝ represents unit vectors connecting the center of mass
of a dendrimer to the monomers belonging to its outer gen-
erational shell. The averaging is performed over all such unit
vectors of a dendrimer and over all the dendrimer molecules.
This function is sensitive to the overall dendrimer rerorienta-
tional motion.100

Figure 8 shows the Cr(t) spectra for the different Bjerrum
length and for both of the examined models. As evidenced
by the decreasing degree of decorrelation of the Cr(t) spec-
tra upon increasing lB, dendrimer molecules undergo a grad-
ual slow-down of their rotational motion in both the exam-
ined systems. In addition, the dendrimers’ rotational motion
is slower in the system consisted of the longer LPE chains
within the entire range of the examined lB values. This no-
tion marks a clear difference with respect to the behavior ob-
served in the charged dendrimer solutions without the pres-
ence of the LPEs. In particular, the obstruction of the overall
dendrimer reorientation in the present systems is manifested
already within the weak electrostatic regime (i.e., at lB/σ well
below 10) as a result of the thermodynamically preferable
complexation of the dendrimer molecules with LPEs, even at
relatively low electrostatic levels (see Figure 4 and Figures S5
and S6 in the supplementary material55). This observation is
to be contrasted to the behavior found in systems comprised
solely by charged dendrimers,56, 58 where the charge rever-
sal responsible for the effective like-charge attraction between
dendrimer molecules takes place only in the regime of strong
electrostatic interactions.

The fact that in the non-stoichiometric system (i.e., in S2
with LPE/dendrimer size ratio of ∼1.8) dendrimer reorien-
tation is slower compared to that observed in the stoichio-
metric model (i.e., in S1, with LPE/dendrimer size ratio of
∼1.2) should be attributed to the realization of different con-
formational states of the longer linear component which may
affect the interconnectivity between the formed complexes.
Namely, the ability of the longer LPE polymer to assume
conformations which may result to a physical link between
a larger number of dendrimer molecules (Figure 2, and
Figure S455), as well as the spatial constrictions and the en-
ergetic cost involved in the reorientation of dendrimer when
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FIG. 9. Distinct Van Hove space-time correlation functions arising from the centers of mass of the dendrimer molecules, for the lower (lB/σ = 1) and the higher
(lB/σ = 10) Bjerrum lengths examined, for the system with the short (S1) and the long (S2) LPE chains. The different curves correspond to time separations t
between 0 and 1025τ . The arrows point to the direction of increasing t.

a longer chain is physically bound to it, can account for the
observed behavior.

An analogous slowing-down of the individual diffu-
sive motion of the dendrimer molecules as the strength of
electrostatic interactions increases, is also observed in the
presently examined systems (see Figure S9 in the supplemen-
tary material55). In other words, both, individual rotational
as well as translational motion of the soft-colloidal compo-
nents of the mixtures, points towards a kinetic arrest of the
complexes as the intensity of Coulombic interactions grows.
Moreover, the route towards this dynamic slow-down and the
features of the final morphology assumed by the complexes
can be also affected by the characteristics of their collective
motion, much in analogy to the behavior observed in dynami-
cally arrested colloidal systems.101, 102 To probe the synergis-
tic motion of the complexes upon increasing the strength of
Coulombic interactions, we have monitored the distinct Van
Hove space-time function of the centers of mass of the den-
drimer molecules Gd(t)

Gd (r, t) = 1

N

〈∑
i

∑
j �=i

δ[r − |r i(t) − rj (0)|]
〉

. (4)

N is the total number of particles (here 30), δ is the
Dirac’s function, and ri(t) is the position vector of the ith par-
ticle (i.e., the center of mass of a dendrimer) at time t. Gd(t)
is proportional to the probability that a particle is at position r
at time t given that a distinct particle was at the origin (r = 0)
at time t = 0. This function essentially probes density fluc-
tuations arising from collective particle motions at different
length- and timescales. At t = 0, the distinct Van Hove func-
tion is proportional to the radial distribution function g(r),

Gd(r, 0) = ρg(r) where ρ corresponds to the particles’ den-
sity. At large timescales and sufficiently long separations, the
position of each particle becomes uncorrelated to the starting
position of another particle, so that Gd(r, t) reaches a constant
value corresponding to the average density of the particles in
the system. Examples of Gd(r, t) are shown in Figure 9 for the
two models at the lower and the higher lB values examined.

At low Bjerrum length and for both systems, the peak
indicating the spatial correlation between nearest neighbors
loses coherency (i.e., lowers its amplitude) at a rather short
period of time, of the order of few tens of τ . This progressive
loss of its amplitude as time lapses, arises from the collective
motion of dendrimers within the complexes. At lB/σ = 10
the main peak remains discernible for a considerably longer
temporal period (about a decade longer), implying a much
slower decorrelation of the relative positions between imme-
diate neighbors and thus a longer “memory” of the original
(i.e., at t = 0) arrangement of dendrimers.

The time period up to which the closest-neighbor max-
imum survives before being smeared out, can be used as a
measure of the timescale related to the initial decay of the
characteristic density fluctuations arising from the collective
motion of the dendrimers and effectively of the formed com-
plexes. This timescale can be estimated by monitoring the rate
of decay of the main peak of Gd(r, t) with respect to the am-
plitude at time t = 0, by means of the function C(t)

C (t) = Gd (r, t) − Gd (r, t∗)

Gd (r, 0) − Gd (r, t∗)
. (5)

C(t) starts from 1 at t = 0 and reaches 0 at t = t*, where
t* represents the timescale at which the peak corresponding to
the closest neighbor shell is no longer practically discernible.
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FIG. 10. Characteristic times for the decay of the collective dendrimer mo-
tion as a function of lB for the examined systems.

Calculation of C(t) was performed for both systems and for
all the examined Bjerrum lengths (see Figure S10 in the sup-
plementary material55). It was found that C(t) could be well
approximated by an exponential form, i.e., C (t) ∝ e−t/τc , and
thus τ c could be taken as a characteristic time for the ini-
tial decay of C(t). The exponential character of C(t) indi-
cates the absence of significant dynamic heterogeneities in
the collective motion of the complexes in the probed time-
and lengthscales.103 The so-estimated times characteristic of
the collective dendrimer motion are plotted in Figure 10. Fol-
lowing the trend shown in this plot, it appears that increase of
Bjerrum length from lB/σ = 1 to lB/σ = 5 imparts a slowing
down in the collective dendrimer motion by approximately a
factor of 5, whereas at higher levels of electrostatic interac-
tions the corresponding times show a much weaker depen-
dence on lB.

This picture differentiates the behavior of the present
models at the examined timescales, from a typical colloidal
glass-forming system,97, 104, 105 since at the latter case a power-
law increase of the structural relaxation time is to be expected
when approaching the glassy state (note, however, that in
this case this power-law divergence may refer to lengthscales
much larger compared to the size of a single colloidal parti-
cle). In the present case, the timescale for the initial decay of
the fluctuations of the average density due to the dendrimer
motion within the polymer-rich region remains almost con-
stant as soon as the supramolecular pattern of the complexes
is well established.

Knowledge of the aforementioned timescale which de-
scribes the average density fluctuations associated with the
dendrimer/LPE complexes at early times becomes important
when it comes to the responsiveness of the supramolecular
structure to changes in the conditions of the local environ-
ment. In addition, in the more general context of polyelec-
trolyte systems where self-assembly phenomena take place,
the timescale related to the dynamic response of the counte-
rions can be a key parameter towards a better understanding
of the morphological characteristics of the complexes, since
the ionic atmosphere formed in the vicinity of the polyelec-
trolytes might affect their conformational properties.106, 107

Even more so in the present case, where the stimuli for com-
plex formation arises from the variation of the intensity of
electrostatic interactions. Since the effective charge profiles
of the complexes can be affected by the presence of the
physically bound counterions (see Figure 4), while in prin-
ciple the flexibility of the charged linear chains–and thus the
realization of certain conformational states–may depend on
the longevity of the formed monomer/counterion pairs, it is
of interest to examine the timescales related to the survival
of the transient ionic pairs between the charged monomers
and the respective counterions. To this end, we have moni-
tored the residence time of the counterions located close to
charged polymer beads through the calculation of the “sur-
vival time” correlation function defined as

S(t) =
∑

(i,j ) pij (t)∑
(i,j ) pij (t = 0)

. (6)

Here, pij(t) assumes a value of 1 if a pair between a
counterion (denoted by an index i) and a charge monomer
(assigned an index j) that exists at t = 0 survives at time
t > 0, and 0 otherwise. A charged monomer and a counte-
rion are counted as an electrostatic pair at time t, if their dis-
tance at that time remains shorter than the separation denoted
by the first minimum of the corresponding pair distribution
functions. For all the examined systems, this minimum was
approximately rpair

∼= 1.6σ (see Figure S6 in the supplemen-
tary material55). It should be noted here that this definition of
residence time (usually referred to as “intermittent” time108)
does not take into account the rapid breaking/reformation oc-
currences of the electrostatic pairs that can take place within
this time period, since we are interested in the average time
span in which the counterions remain at the close vicinity of

FIG. 11. Survival correlation functions for the pairs between charged polymer beads and the respective counterions at different Bjerrum lengths. Curves for
lB/σ = 5 and lB/σ = 7 are not shown to avoid congestion.
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FIG. 12. Comparison of the survival times of the different electrostatic pairs
between charged monomers and the corresponding counterions.

the oppositely charged monomers even if their distance may
instantly surpass the considered separation limit rpair.

An average survival time τ s can be estimated by integrat-
ing the relevant correlation function, i.e., τs = ∫ ∞

0 S (t)dt . We
have performed this calculation for all such electrostatic pairs
and for all the examined lB values (see Figure S11 in the sup-
plementary material55). Figure 11 presents examples of such
correlation functions. A common attribute describing the be-
havior of S(t) for both systems is that by increasing the inten-
sity of electrostatic interactions the correlation functions de-
cay at longer times. This behavior is anticipated since a higher
level of electrostatic interactions would prolong the time in-
terval for which the two oppositely charged moieties stay at a
close proximity.

A distinct feature between spectra of the two differ-
ent models is that at the system comprised by the shorter
LPE chains the survival functions decorrelate at longer
timescales. To quantify such differences between the various
monomer/counterion pairs, we calculated the average resi-
dence times τ s and compared them in Figure 12. As expected,
τ s shows a trend to increase as the strength of electrostatic
interactions grows. The relevant timescales vary from about
10τ to more than 100τ depending on the system and on the
strength of electrostatic interactions.

In both systems the dendrimer/counterion pairs exhibit a
residence time much shorter compared to that corresponding
to the LPE/counterion analogues. This behavior can be cor-
related to the lower degree of counterion condensation that
was observed on the dendritic components (see Figure S7 in
the supplementary material55). It is also remarkable that the
LPE/counterion pairs last considerably longer in S1 (almost 5
times as much) compared to those formed in the longer LPE
system, implying also counterion-related different entropic
contributions to the free energy among the two systems. A
comparison of the relevant timescales with that describing the
timescale of the initial decay of the density fluctuations due to
the motion of the dendrimer/LPE complexes (Figure 10), re-
veals that in the non-stoichiometric system the corresponding
residence time remains well below this range and thus can be
coupled to faster dynamic modes of the linear polyelectrolyte,
such as more localized conformational changes. A factor of
5 between the aforementioned timescales should in princi-

ple be detectable by dielectric and birefringence experiments
probing the high frequency (commonly termed as “HF”) ionic
motion in polyelectrolyte solutions.109 In this case, the above
description may serve as the basis for the explanation of the
origin of possible differences in the ionic transport between
systems of different LPE lengths.

V. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have examined multi-molecular mix-
tures comprised by peripherally charged dendrimers and op-
positely charged linear polyelectrolytes with explicit solvent
and counterions. We have explored the effects of varying the
strength of electrostatic interactions from low to moderate
levels, in the structural and dynamic response of two systems
comprised by linear chains differing by a factor of 2 in their
monomer number, which resulted to 1.2 and 1.8 times larger
radius of gyration values with respect to those of the dendtritic
components. To avoid jamming effects75 at lower strengths of
electrostatic interactions, we have kept the total volume frac-
tion well below the overlap concentration of the polymeric
components, while the dimensions of the simulation box was
more than ten times larger than the average size of the den-
drimers and more than 7 times larger compared to the average
size of the longer LPE chains.

We have found that under such conditions, for both sys-
tems increase of the strength of electrostatic interactions re-
sulted in the formation of film-like supramolecular assem-
blies in the polymer-rich region, with well-defined structural
patterns characterized by spatial heterogeneities at nanoscale
dimensions. The morphological details of the formed struc-
tures at a lengthscale comparable to the size of a dendrimer
depended upon the size of the linear polyelectrolyte, via the
realization of distinct LPE conformations determined by the
interplay between energetic and entropic factors. These dis-
tinct interconnection possibilities between the complexes de-
pending on the size of the linear chain may offer a route
towards a fine control of the mechanical properties of such
nanoassemblies.

Moreover, it was found that due to the preferential bind-
ing of the LPEs with the dendrimer molecules, a local charge
reversal close to the dendrimer periphery was observed al-
ready from a rather low level of electrostatic interactions.
The absolute value of the effective charge near the bound-
aries of the dendrimer molecules appear to increase as the
Coulombic interaction became stronger, providing thus a
means of controlling the effective charge of the polymeric
phase.

The approach of the formed complexes to an apparent
dynamically arrested state as the Coulombic forces increased
in magnitude was characterized by a gradual slow-down of
different degrees of freedom of the polymeric constituents.
The rotational motion of the dendritic components relaxed at
different rates depending on the length of the linear polymer.
This observation can be rationalized if we take into account
that the realization of distinct conformations of the latter af-
fected the geometric as well as the energetic constrictions ex-
perienced by the dendritic molecules.
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The timescale associated with the early stages of the
decorrelation of the density fluctuations emerging from the
motion of the formed complexes, as monitored through
the collective dynamics of the dendrimer components, ini-
tially increased with the intensity of electrostatic interac-
tions and showed a trend to level-off at higher electrostatic
strengths.

On the other hand, the dynamic response of the phys-
ically adsorbed positive and negative counterions exhibited
different behaviors depending on the kind of the neutralizing
polymeric component (i.e., dendrimer or linear chain) as well
as the size of the LPE chain. The timescale describing the
longevity of the pairs formed by the negative counterions and
the charged dendrimer monomers, increased as the Coulom-
bic interactions grew stronger and showed only a weak depen-
dence on the LPE length. The corresponding residence times
of the counterions bound to the linear chains, increased as
well upon increasing the strength of electrostatic interactions,
but the relevant timescale was differentiated significantly de-
pending upon the length of the LPE. The pairs between the
positive counterions and the shorter LPE outlived the analo-
gous pairs formed in the twice longer LPE system by approxi-
mately a factor of 5, reaching–at high electrostatic intensities–
a timescale close to that describing the collective density fluc-
tuations of the complexes. This finding implies that properties
associated with ionic transport in such systems (e.g., conduc-
tivity) can be altered by appropriate changes in the length of
the LPE.

Since systems such as those studied in the present work
are rather complex in nature including explicit solvent, coun-
terions, and charged polymeric components with many de-
grees of freedom, the relevant parameter space associated
with their thermodynamic behavior is rather broad. Among
the vast number of possible combinations of features like the
length of the LPEs, the size of the dendrimers, the concen-
tration, the valency of the counterions etc., we have opted
in selecting parameters which would describe systems with
commonly met characteristics in the prospect of facilitating
their future experimental realization (i.e., monovalent counte-
rions, peripherally charged cationic dendrimers of the third
generation, Bjerrum lengths that are experimentally realiz-
able, anionic LPEs bearing a uniform linear charge density
and with sizes comparable to the average dendrimer size). It
should however be expected, that different combinations of
the above parameters such as the inclusion of implicit in-
stead of explicit solvent in the presence of strong electro-
static interactions, the use of multivalent counterions, the re-
alization at much different concentrations or at different ionic
strengths, or use of different charge densities of the polymeric
components (among other parameters), might have resulted
to different self-assembly characteristics than those described
here.

In the context discussed above, however, we believe that
the findings of the present work provides new insight in
the study of mixtures comprised by linear and soft-colloidal
polyelectrolytes, revealing details regarding the microscopic
mechanisms related to important aspects of their physical be-
havior. Such information may prove useful in the design of
conducting nanogels with desired properties.
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